Analysis of driving properties of a three-wheeled vehicle with a newly designed steering system
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Abstract. This paper presents results of analyses of a three-wheeled vehicle with the newly designed steering system. Our design of steering system is intended to be mounted on a tricycle with the electric drivetrain. The standard steering system of a three-wheeled vehicle has disadvantage, that such a vehicle is unstable, when it is curving a curve mainly at higher speeds. It results to a breach of stability from the overturning point of view. The newly designed steering system of a three-wheeled vehicle contributes to increasing its stability. It means that a three-wheeled vehicle with the newly designed steering system is able to pass a curve with a smaller radius at higher speed. The main objectives of analyses presented in this paper is comparison of driving properties of a three-wheeled vehicle with two wheels on a rear axle with the standard steering system and with the newly designed steering system by means of simulation computations, which were carried out in Simpack package.
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1 Introduction

Current consumption of fossil fuels of motor vehicles and the trend of prices related with it with forces car companies to develop more fuel efficient passenger vehicles. At present, standard four-wheeled vehicles are designed to accommodate four to six passengers comfortably with sufficient space for their luggage. This design creation limits significant improvements in the fuel efficiency of these vehicles. On the other hand, two-wheeled vehicles such as bicycles, mopeds and motorcycles are extremely fuel efficient. However, these two-wheeled vehicles are primary designed as single passenger vehicles with limited luggage compartment. In addition, they do not protect enough passengers from bad weather conditions on desired form. This makes them unsatisfactory for the majority for the driving public. Therefore, there is a need for design of such vehicles which will be able to use for transportation of one or two passengers with some of the space and comfort afforded by standard four-wheeled vehicles and significantly greater fuel efficiency [1, 2].
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Recently engineers of transport means make a considerable effort to think up effective way to save fossil fuel not only for road vehicles [3], but also for rail vehicles and others. There are many research focused on fuels saving, such as using alternative fuels [4, 5], combination of several sources of energy known as hybrid drivetrains [5-8], and to make use of same phenomena, e.g. waste heat during braking etc [9, 10]. Some of these approaches are more effective but some of them still meet associated problems, such as negative effects from the durability point of view, operating behaviours etc [11, 12].

Application of an electric drivetrain for lower-category urban car is one of the most effective ways for reducing fossil fuels consumption and exhaust production [13]. Electric motor drive of vehicles is already applied in several areas of passenger transport [1, 14] and also three-wheeled vehicles popularize. These facts result to various design of lower-category urban cars with three wheels.

2 Fundamentals of the technical solution

Basically there are two configurations of three-wheeled vehicles namely with two wheels on a rear axle and with two wheels on a front axle. As usual, both dispose of advantages and also disadvantages. In our project of a design of a lower-category urban vehicle with electric drivetrain we have decided to become attached to the conception of a three-wheeled vehicle with two wheels on a rear axle. The essential disadvantage of such a wheels layout is the worse overturning stability of a vehicle when it is passing curves. It becomes evident mainly in curves with small radius at higher speeds. Therefore in our workplace the task to solve this problem has risen. The effort has eventuated to the new technical solution of the steering system of a three-wheeled vehicle [15].

Hence the goal of this contribution is to present the comparison of driving properties of three-wheeled vehicles with two wheels on a rear axle, at which one vehicle contains the standard steering system and the other is equipped with the newly designed steering system. There was monitored the case of curve passing. Analyses were carried out in Simpack software [15].

A technical solution relates to the front wheel fork design of an electric tricycle with two wheels on the rear axle. The goal is to improve the overturning stability of such a vehicle during driving in curves.

Nowadays, steering mechanisms of three-wheeled vehicles with two wheels on the rear axle use a standard fork for the front wheel mounted on a vehicle chassis. In current solutions of the standard tricycle steering, the contact point between the front wheel and the road during driving in curves is changeless. Then, the arising centrifugal force is compensated by passengers tilting in the opposite direction, because the centre of gravity is near to the stability axis, which is given by the jumper lead of the front wheel and the external rear wheel in a curve.

Therefore, there has been occurred the requirement for the design of such front wheel suspension structure, which would ensure the overturning stability improvement of an electric tricycle and besides the conditions of the stability during braking has to be satisfied. The result of this effort is the new design of the front fork suspension of an electric tricycle.

The fundamental of our technical solution is the fact, that the front part of an electric tricycle contains the combination of rotating and shifting joints, which allows in addition to the rotary movement also the shifting movement in the lateral direction [15].

Comparison of the fundamentals of the difference between the standard steering system of an electric tricycle and the new designed steering system is shown in Fig. 1, where virtual models of both created by means of Simpack multibody package are presented.

Advantages of the technical solution of the front wheel fork suspension of an electric tricycle are apparent from its effects, by which it expresses itself outwards. Effects of this
technical solution are in that this design allows overturning stability improvement of an electric tricycle, which uses a steering of the motorcycle type. The introduced design is based on the front wheel shifting to the right side during driving in the left curve (Fig. 1) and contrariwise, i.e. always in the centrifugal force direction in order to improve the overturning stability.

![Fig. 1. Curved track run of the three-wheeled vehicle with the standard steering system (a) and with the newly designed steering system (b)](image)

### 2.1 Vehicle overturning stability in curves

This section contains geometrical relationships, which are related to the overturning stability of a three-wheeled vehicle with two wheels on the rear axle, when it is driving in a curve. The overturning stability depends on the lateral acceleration, which rises therein. It is assumed, that this lateral acceleration acts perpendicular to the centre line of a vehicle. There are compared two technical solutions, a three-wheeled vehicle with the standard steering system and with the new designed steering system, which allows except for the inevitable rotation also the lateral movement of the front fork with a wheel [16, 17].

In Fig. 1 the top views and rear views of both configurations of a three-wheeled vehicle with two wheels on the rear axle are shown. A three-wheeled vehicle with the standard steering system is located and a three-wheeled vehicle with the new technical solution of the front fork is found on the right. The $o$ axis represents the tipping axis. To ensure the overturning stability, the moment reacting in the negative direction about $o$ axis, must exist (see the rear view of the vehicle).
Firstly, we analyse the overturning stability of the standard three-wheeled vehicle model, which is shown in Fig. 1a. The sum of moments about the $o$ axis is given by the following equation:

$$\sum_i M_{o,i} \leq 0 \quad \Rightarrow \quad F_o \cdot \cos \varphi \cdot H - F_o' \cdot L_F \cdot \sin \varphi \leq 0,$$

(1)

where $F_o$ [N] is force, which causes a lateral acceleration (centrifugal force), $H$ [m] is the assumed height of the centre of gravity of a vehicle (including a driver), $L_F$ [m] symbolize the position of the centre of gravity from the front wheel and $\varphi$ [°] is the angle given by the vehicle design. From eq. 1, we can derivate the formula, which represents the overturning stability of a standard three-wheeled vehicle:

$$\frac{a_o}{g} \leq \frac{L_F}{h} \cdot \tan \varphi,$$

(2)

where $g$ [m·s$^{-2}$] is the gravity acceleration. The $\varphi$ angle is a function of the vehicle design and we can express it following:

$$\tan \varphi = \frac{B}{2 \cdot L},$$

(3)

where $B$ [m] is rear wheels base and $L$ [m] is the axle base.

If we substitute eq. 3 into eq. 2, the condition of the overturning stability of a three-wheeled vehicle with standard steering system and with two wheels in the rear axle is:

$$\frac{a_o}{g} \leq \frac{B}{2 \cdot H \cdot L}.$$

(4)

Let’s compare just derived formulas with those, which describe the overturning stability of a three-wheeled vehicle with the newly designed steering system. As it enables the lateral movement of the front wheel, we will consider a case in compliance with Fig. 1b. Thereafter the sum of moments about the $o'$ axis is:

$$\sum_i M_{o,i} \leq 0 \quad \Rightarrow \quad F_o' \cdot h - F_o' \cdot \frac{B}{2} \leq 0.$$

(5)

Analogous to the previous case, it can be rewritten as:

$$\frac{a_o}{g} \leq \frac{B}{2 \cdot h}.$$

(6)

Now we take into account some physical feeling. When these vehicles are driving in a curve with the radius $R$, in the centre of gravity of both the corresponding lateral acceleration is rising. The calculation of its value in dependence on a vehicle forward speeds $v$ [m·s$^{-1}$] and a curve radius $R$ [m] is given by the known relation:

$$a_o = \frac{v^2}{R},$$

(7)

where $a_o$ [m·s$^{-2}$] is the lateral acceleration. Substituting eq. 7 into relations 4 and 6 we obtain formulations for the maximum forward speed $v_{max}$ and $v'_{max}$ of a three-wheeled vehicle with the standard steering system and with the newly designed steering system, respectively, at
which the overturning comes into being. Hence, the formula for the overturning speed for the standard steering system is:

\[
v_{\text{max}} \leq \sqrt{\frac{B \cdot L_p \cdot R \cdot g}{2 \cdot h \cdot L}}, \quad (8)
\]

and for the overturning speed for the newly designed steering system:

\[
v'_{\text{max}} \leq \sqrt{\frac{B \cdot R \cdot g}{2 \cdot h \cdot L}}, \quad (9)
\]

In balance, the expression 9 for the speed represents the maximum driving speed of a four-wheeled vehicle.

If we take into account main dimensions of vehicles and compare equations 8 and 9, we can see that a value of the dimension is anyway smaller than the axle base \( L \). It appears from this that wheel the overturning stability of a three-wheeled vehicle with the standard steering system is worse than the overturning stability of a three-wheeled vehicle it the newly designed steering system provided corresponding parameters.

3 Comparison and assessment of driving properties of three-wheeled vehicles driving in a curve

Hence, there are presented results of dynamic analyses of the driving two three-wheeled vehicles, namely the vehicle with the standard steering system and with the newly designed steering system. Assessment and comparison of the driving properties of both is performed based on simulation computations carried out in Simpack software package. Moreover, we have also compared results of these numerical calculations with the analytical approach. The used software enables modelling and analysing of the dynamic properties and behaviour of transport means of wide range inclusive road vehicles, rail vehicles [18-20] and similar transport means ranging from trams [21-23] to high-speed trains. For calculations of contact phenomena between wheel (tire or railway wheel) and track (road or railway track) it used variously intricate models [24, 25]. These elements of any multibody vehicle model represent at once an inseparable and a quite difficult modelling problem [26-28].

In order to achieve such a virtual model, which represent as faithfully as possible the reality, we have created three-dimensional models of individual parts of both three-wheeled vehicles versions. Since we found out mass and inertia parameters including locations of centres of gravity we were subsequently input them into the vehicles multibody models [29-31]. Moreover we have also considered a driver with standardized parameters sitting on a seat. Once we have set up complete vehicles multibody models, we detected the total mass and inertia parameters of them and also total centres of gravity, which are necessary input for analytical calculations.

As noted previously, we have focused our interest on the fact, whether and how our newly designed steering system is able to improve the overturning stability of a three-wheeled vehicle with three wheels on the rear axle. For this purpose we have chosen the driving manoeuvres in a curve with relatively the radius of \( R = 2.0 \) m. Subsequently we performed numerical simulations at various speeds and we investigated the moment, when the overturning stability of both vehicles is breached. As the evaluative criterion we have determined the contact force between the internal rear wheel in a curve and the road. The extreme case is, when the contact force equals zero.
From relations derived above (equations 8 and 9), from the view of vehicles parameters the overturning stability criteria for both the standard steering system and the newly designed steering system do not depend on the mass of vehicles, but only on positions of centres of gravity in the longitudinal and lateral direction and on main construction parameters of vehicles, i.e., axle base and rear wheels base. Based on derived and determined we can analyse the maximum forward speed of both vehicles.

Let’s take into account parameters of a three-wheeled vehicle resulting from its design. The axle base is \( L = 1.317 \) m and the rear wheels base is \( B = 0.727 \) m. The position of the centre of gravity is given by two parameters, namely by its height \( H = 0.43 \) m and its position from the front wheel \( L_F = 0.935 \) m. We take an interest, what the maximum forward speed the three-wheeled vehicle with the standard steering system can driving the curve with the radius \( R = 2.0 \) m at so as not to breach the overturning stability. If we substitute these parameters into eq. 8, we get:

\[
v_{\text{max}} \leq \sqrt{2 \cdot 9.81 \cdot \frac{0.935 \cdot 0.727}{1.317} \cdot \frac{2}{0.43}},
\]

and the calculated value is:

\[
v_{\text{max}} \leq 3.887 \, [\text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}] = 13.993 \, [\text{km} \cdot \text{h}^{-1}].
\]

In Figs. 2 and 3 results from numerical analyses are shown. They contain results of driving the three-wheeled vehicle with the standard steering system (Fig. 2) and the three-wheeled vehicle with the newly designed steering system in the curve and additional illustrations from animations of vehicles driving. There are depicted waveforms of values of the total vertical wheel forces in the contact of the internal rear wheel and the road, as noted previously with numerical values of these parameters.

Now, we can compare result from the analytical calculation (eq. (11)) with results from simulation computations. It is possible to detect, that the limited value of the forward speed of the three-wheeled vehicle with the standard steering system is really proper found out. The little difference is caused by the fact that during the vehicle driving in a curve a passenger is shifting in the direction of a lateral acceleration and therefore the centre of gravity is also shifting a bit in this direction.

![Fig. 2. Results of numerical analyses of the electric tricycle with the standard steering system](image-url)
Next, from results of simulation computations the three-wheeled vehicle with the newly designed steering system we can observe (Fig. 3) that this innovative technical solution improves in reality the overturning stability of a three-wheeled vehicle with two wheels on the rear axle.

It is clearly proven by performed calculations. Values of the rear internal wheel forces during the entire cornering are over zero values. It means the internal rear wheel does not lose contact with the road at all, and due to the parameters of the three-wheeled vehicle and driving conditions, contact forces on the internal rear wheel have sufficient values throughout entire cornering to ensure the satisfactory overturning stability of a vehicle.

Based on performed calculation and analyses, both analytical and numerical, we have found out that using our newly designed steering system for the design of a three-wheeled vehicle with two wheels on the rear axle really facilitates to improve the overturning stability of such a three-wheeled vehicle.

4 Future research activities

To summarize there is necessary to remark several important findings and facts about contents. This technical solution represents a primary prototype of a three-wheeled vehicle with our designed steering system [32]. Let’s come back to Fig. 1, where the keynote of improvement of the overturning stability of a three-wheeled vehicle is presented. The odds are that in a real vehicle with three wheels mounted in considered configuration there will not be possible to achieve such the significant lateral shifting of the front wheel as in the ideal scheme. There is because of several reasons.

If we take a think about the maximal effectiveness of the mechanism, then it would has to shift the front wheel in the lateral direction during driving at any speed in a curve to the maximal position, i. e. to a half of the rear wheel gauge. Thus, it would mean, that the mechanism would be controlled by a device, which would be able to identify actual speed of the vehicle and to adapt lateral shifting of the wheel. This modification of the mechanism would be much difficult in comparison with considered fully mechanical system, but also other considerable adverse fact, which would arise during driving at low speeds. If we consider the maximal lateral shifting of the front wheel, such conditions would necessarily come into being, when the vehicle would come into the unstable state and it would overturn inside a curve [32].

Another technical problem would be with the proper steering-system geometry setting. At the significant lateral shifting, the front wheel is very inclined. It is related not only with massive tyre wear but mainly with the changing of load of individual parts of the steering system.
Therefore in our workplace such a prototype was produced, which uses only mechanical steering system, which enables the partial improvement of the overturning stability by the lateral shifting of the front wheel, whereby the load of parts of steering mechanism is remained on the acceptable limits.

Future research in this field will be concerned with a modification of our prototype and with a development this technical solution in such a manner, which will be acceptable on the one hand from the utility point of view and on the other hand from the point of view of its simple application for the common use. In addition we want to develop this steering system moreover that it will be able to apply not for electric three-wheeled vehicle but for vehicles with any kind of a drivetrain.

5 Conclusion

The new idea of a new technical solution of a steering system of three-wheeled vehicles with two wheels on the rear axle was presented. As a usage of electric drivetrain is currently one of the key factors of reducing of the consumption of fossil fuel, the new design of the steering system is intended to be mounted on an electric three-wheeled vehicle in order to improve same driving characteristics, mainly the overturning stability such a vehicle when it is driving in curves. It is very closely related to the passenger’s safety. This technical solution is interesting by working purely on the mechanical principle.

From performed calculation and analyses we found out, that the newly designed steering system really improves the overturning stability of a three-wheeled vehicle. We have proved it by means of results from simulation computations of a cornering two versions of a vehicle, i. e. with the standard steering system and with the newly designed steering system at the same driving conditions (speed, curve radius).
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